
 
I do/do 
not 

Hackney Plate 
Number Name Comments 

1 I do     

Absolutely essential with current living costs, and fuel at £8.30 a gallon pushing around a vehicle weighing almost 2 Tons ..... long 

overdue. 

2 I do     I. Fully. agree with the proposed. Fare increase. For. Hackney. Carriage vehicles in Trafford. 

3 I do     

I do agree with the fare increase but also I want to mention that we are the only council where tariff 2 start 11pm instead of 10pm.  Can this time 
be changed please.  

4      Many thanks for this.  

5 I do     I DO AGREE WIITH THE FARE INCREASE 

6 I do     

Hello there I am Hackney ??? thank you for you help I am happy except new fare increase thank you 🙏 Thank you so much. I do agree with the 
proposed fare increase. 

7 I do       

8 I do     I am ??? the owner of Hackney ??? I am happy the proposal of hackney fare increase to take place thank you for your help 

9      Driver t??  ?? hd ???? and plate no h???. Hi I am 8 seater taxi do I get get extra 40p on top of the £1 

10 I do      

11 I do      Agree but most leaving when when you force euro 6 cabs 90% will be gone 

12 I do not     Hi Clare white 

      Hi I disagree with this fare proposal  

      Whilst the base prices are fine some of the stuff needs tweaking in my opinion.  

      1. Christmas is a public holiday and we spend it away from our families should still be double and not bank holiday rate.  

      2. Bank holidays should be as proposed with tarrif 2 but all day. 

      3. Tarrif 2 should rightly start at 10pm but finishing at 5am is too early and should finish at current time at 6am 

      

4. Soiling charge should be increased it costs more than £30 to clean the car after vomit and that isn’t considering the fact  loss of earning if someone vomited 
in the car on say start of your Saturday night shif. 

      This should be increased to £50 which should be up to £50. 

      From  ??  ??………… (your name H??? 

13 I do     I agree with the fare increase ???? HD?? 

14 I do     Our rates are very low should of happened along time ago also night rate should time from 11pm to 10pm 

15 I do not     To Clare white 

       

      I do not agree with the proposed fare increase 

      Hackney Plate number: h?? 

      Name: ? ? 

      Additional comments: Hi I disagree with this fare proposal Whilst the base prices are fine some of the stuff needs tweaking in my opinion. 

      1. Christmas is a public holiday and we spend it away from our families should still be double and not bank holiday rate. 

      2. Bank holidays should be as proposed with tarrif 2 but all day. 

      3. Tarrif 2 should rightly start at 10pm but finishing at 5am is too early and should finish at current time at 6am 

      

4. Soiling charge should be increased it costs more than £30 to clean the car after vomit and that isn’t considering the fact loss of earning if 
someone vomited in the car on say start of your Saturday night shift. 

      This should be increased to £50 which should be up to £50. 

      From ? 

16 I do      I am writing  to let you know I agree with the proposed  fare increases due to the rise in fuel costs. 

17 I do       

18 I do       

19 I do not     Hi dear 



      To Clare white 

      Hi I disagree with this fare proposal  

      Whilst the base prices are fine some of the stuff needs tweaking in my opinion. 

      1. Christmas is a public holiday and we spend it away from our families should still be double and not bank holiday rate.  

      2. Bank holidays should be as proposed with tarrif 2 but all day. 

      3. Tarrif 2 should rightly start at 10pm but finishing at 5am is too early and should finish at current time at 6am 

      

4. Soiling charge should be increased it costs more than £30 to clean the car after vomit and that isn’t considering the fact  loss of earning if someone vomited 
in the car on say start of your Saturday night shif. 

      This should be increased to £50 which should be up to £50. 

      From ……? ? ?  badge number HD????  Number plate H ??…………… (your name) 

20 I do       

21 I do      

Hi my plate number is H ??.my name is ??? wery long time we hawent got fare increase and petrol is wery expensiwe.l agree to fare increase thank you wery 
much 

22 I do      

I'm happy to new taxi fare. Can you go ahead soon as possible please for taxis fare because Diesel please gone 11p Evertig ve ry expensive now. We are 
struggling keep up Tazi Bussines 

23 I do      

24 I do      

25 I do       

26 I do      
Do not think time should be lowered to 22HRS, Also do not agree with charging extra on on normal bank holidays. Also the christmas 
and new year should stay the same. 

27 I do not     To Clare white 

      Hi I disagree with this fare proposal 

      Whilst the base prices are fine some of the stuff needs to change in my opinion. 

      1. Christmas is a public holiday and we spend it away from our families should still be double and not bank holiday rate.  

      2. Bank holidays should be as proposed with tarrif 2 but all day. 

      3. Tarrif 2 should rightly start at 10pm but finishing at 5am is too early and should finish at current time at 6am. 

      This should be increased to £50 which should be up to £50. 

28 I do     I do agree with the proposal. And I do think it s fair. Thanks  

29 I do       
 


